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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

The present Special Issue is focused on topics regarding
new trends and current developments for “geopolymers
and ceramics”. Indeed, the environmental issues and the
increase in the demography on earth tend to enhance the
optimization of material processing. Silicate ceramic
formulation, shaping processes, structural transformations,
and sintering-property correlations will be the main focus
of this Special Issue. Additionally, novel or improved
consolidation routes using raw silicate materials in the field
of geomaterials are encouraged. It will reflect the advances
and applications in the field of silicate materials as wide-
diffusion or technical ceramics. The type of silicate raw
materials includes natural and synthetic powders.
Researchers are invited to contribute through review
articles or original research papers.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Gilbert Fantozzi
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Ceramics (ISSN 2571-6131), an international, open access
journal, provides an advanced forum for ceramics science
and engineering. Research articles, reviews and other
contents are released on the internet immediately a er
acceptance. The scientific community and the general
public have unlimited and free access to the content as
soon as it is published. We are committed to drive Ceramics
to a position in which it is recognized for its high-quality,
cutting-edge research and scientific influence, and strongly
encourage and invite your participation and manuscripts.
Your contribution should lead to the development of
technical ceramics with better performances and to
improve our quality of life.
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